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Abstract 

The high and growing ethnic diversity that characterizes most countries brings about crucial challenges 

for the functioning of democratic systems, and ultimately, their legitimacy. Inherently, majorities 

dominate democracies while ethnic minorities struggle to realize their interests. Electoral systems play 

a crucial role in shaping the relationship between groups of unequal size. They bear profound 

consequences for the attempts of individual legislators as well as overall parliaments to promote 

minority interests – so-called substantive representation. In this dissertation, I argue that the mode of 

election, at first, generates compositional effects by creating opportunity structures for 

representatives who could act as minority advocates to enter parliaments, such as legislators 

belonging to minorities themselves or ethnic parties. Second, the behavioral effects of electoral 

systems influence both the extent to which these actors carry out their role as minority-friendly 

representatives, as well as whether majority legislators can provide the necessary support for the 

successful adoption of legislations realizing minority interests in parliaments. 

I show that the compositional and behavioral effects of electoral systems diverge based on the first 

comparative analyses in a research field that was so far dominated by case studies. In three cross-

national comparisons, I exploit different indicators for substantive representation, mostly using self-

collected original data, to reach a better understanding of the relationship between electoral systems 

and the promotion of minority interests. The first study reveals that legislatures chosen through 

proportional electoral systems are least likely to pass minority-supported legislation. Given that this 

mode of election simplifies access to parliaments for minority members and ethnic parties, the 

remaining two empirical analyses uncover the causal mechanisms explaining these actors’ incapacity 

to create relevant policy outputs. The findings clarify that legislators belonging to ethnic minorities 

lose their ability to shift parliamentary agendas closer to the preferences of their groups in electoral 

systems that do not allow them to build a personal reputation, but also if majority representatives 

perceive changes in the power balance through increasing minority representation. Furthermore, my 

study reveals that ethnic parties are not the decisive players enhancing minority representation that 

we expect them to be because representatives belonging to them focus their parliamentary work on 

much broader issues than those relevant for their ethnic constituency. These findings allow reaching 

a paradoxical conclusion: Proportional electoral systems, which provide the highest chances for ethnic 

parties and minority members to enter parliaments, do not provide the best conditions for these 

actors to promote minority issues. There is a trade-off between voices that bear the potential to speak 

for minorities and actual votes for relevant legislation. 
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